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Suicide 1998

provides differing viewpoints on issues of suicide

Of Education 1734

explores both sides of issues related to korea and its relationship with the united states including the

military threat from north korea human rights violations and the likelihood of reunification

North and South Korea 2003

presents opposing viewpoints concerning issues related to child abuse including its causes how

widespread the problem is and how the legal system should respond to it

Child Abuse 2003

revised and updated to include welfare reform faith based charitable giving minimum wage battles and

funding of the controversial marriage promotion program hunger and homelessness are covered in detail

a full chapter is devoted to the problems and issues of global poverty such as poverty as a cause of

terrorism

Poverty 2004

in this anthology authors debate current views on health and fitness topics include the health care industry

weight loss exercise and nutrition

Health 2004

twenty four articles present opposing viewpoints on third world problems and related issues including

globalization democracy and u s assistance

The Third World 2006

over 19 million americans use illegal drugs costing the nation billions of dollars every year and leading to

untold suffering in this anthology authors debate various issues related to drug abuse including the causes

of abuse and addiction drug legalization and the effectiveness of the war on drugs drug testing and drug

treatment and education programs

Drug Abuse 2005

presents articles addressing different perspectives as to whether animals have rights
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Animal Rights 1996

technology has the power to transform society the authors in this volume examine the diverse effects of

the internet revolution and suggest ways in which the technology can be harnessed for the better in the

following chapters how does the internet affect society how serious is the problem of illegal activity on the

internet how should the internet be regulated what will be the future of the internet

The Internet 2005

first introduced more than 40 years ago opposing viewpoints still sets the standard for current issue

studies with almost 300 volumes covering nearly every controversial contemporary topic opposing

viewpoints is the leading source of current issue materials for libraries and classrooms each book delivers

pro versus con expert opinions selected from highly respected sources and publications features include

guided reading questions that assist students in reading comprehension chapter prefaces provide context

on the topics and debates presented chapters summarize both sides of the debates providing a balanced

look at contemporary controversies

Opposing Viewpoints (Fall 2020) (Set) 2020-08-15

current book and periodical bibliographies lists of organizations to contact critical thinking activities and

discussion questions illustrations inserts and cartoons titles continually revised and updated biographical

sketch of authors paper and durable library bindings

Pornography 2002

authors in this newly updated anthology debate controversies surrounding the causes and conduct of war

including under what circumstances war is justified how prisoners and civilians should be treated and what

measures if any will prevent wars

War 2005

as u s society struggles to protect both its culture and its right to free speech there is ongoing debate

about whether censorship should ever be allowed the authors in this anthology explore a number of facets

of that debate censorship on the internet censorship in relation to america s war on terrorism whether free

speech should be censored and whether freedom in the united states is threatened by censorship

Censorship 2005

technology has the power to transform society the authors in this volume examine the diverse effects of

the internet revolution and suggest ways in which the technology can be harnessed for the better in the

following chapters how does the internet affect society how serious is the problem of illegal activity on the
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internet how should the internet be regulated what will be the future of the internet

The Internet 2005

first introduced more than 40 years ago opposing viewpoints still sets the standard for current issue

studies with almost 300 volumes covering nearly every controversial contemporary topic opposing

viewpoints is the leading source of current issue materials for libraries and classrooms each book delivers

pro con expert opinions selected from highly respected and often hard to find sources and publications

Opposing Viewpoints (Fall 2023) Set 2023-07-30

presents varying opinions about the state of immigration in the united states including restrictions on

immigration illegal immigrants and problems incurred from our current policies

Immigration 2004

presents varying opinions surrounding the civil rights movement discussing the causes tactics and key

figures

The Civil Rights Movement 2005

this collection of essays will help readers understand the highly controversial practice of racial profiling the

essays are sequenced in a pro versus con format so that your readers can understand the underlying

reasons for debate does racial profiling exist should arab muslims be profiled in the war on terror is racial

profiling generally justifiable what are the consequences of racial profiling essayists such as michelle

malkin robert lee hotz lisa rose and anmol chaddha provide answers to these hard hitting questions

Racial Profiling 2009

authors debate the likelihood of terrorism involving weapons of mass destruction discuss weapons

proliferation policies and propose methods of defending against attack

Weapons of Mass Destruction 1999

discusses the problem of political scandals in the united states the connection between personal morality

and public leadership president clinton s impeachment and reforms that might prevent political corruption

Political Scandals 2001

this anthology features debate on alternatives to the traditional two parent family as well as argument

about societal changes and reforms that have influenced the family joseph bernardin shere hite and

others address this topic
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The Family 1998

one of the essays included in this book states that rogue nations threaten international peace while this

article by the world peace foundation gives compelling evidence another essay redirects this topic in that it

claims that the united states threatens world peace several issues relating to rogue nations are debated in

this way so that readers are given a compelling experience iran north korea syria and pakistan are among

the countries debated in this book

Rogue Nations 2006

current book and periodical bibliographies lists of organizations to contact critical thinking activities and

discussion questions illustrations inserts and cartoons titles continually revised and updated biographical

sketch of authors paper and durable library bindings

Feminism 2001

presents differing views on the role of welfare in american society abuses of the system and possible

reforms

Welfare 2003

technology has loaded our lives with tons of things we love but is it harming us or making our lives better

this book presents a sequence of for or against essays that debate several issues relating to technology

and society across four chapters readers will analyze what technology s impact is on society whether

technology impacts education whether the government should regulate technology and whether future

technology will improve humanity

Technology and Society 2007

the french revolution began as an overthrow of the monarchy but soon disintegrated into horrifying

violence primary and secondary sources offer a variety of perspectives on the decades that permanently

changed europe

The French Revolution 2004

fulfills some or all of the national high school curriculum standards for american history and english

The Industrial Revolution 1998

editor sheila fitzgerald tackles the highly charged and politicized issue of police brutality she has compiled

several thought provoking essays in a for or against sequence that guides readers through several
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important topics are police shoot to kill policies necessary to stop suicide bombers or does it invite an

abuse of force should the use of tasers be suspended or do they prevent excessive force questions like

these and more are answered by the essays whose sources include the u s commission on civil rights

and amnesty international

Police Brutality 2007

presents opposing viewpoints on various aspects of suicide including individual rights physician assisted

suicide and prevention

Suicide 1992

presents various viewpoints on the topic of marijuana use including whether or not marijuana use is a

serious problem if current government policies are fair and effective should marijuana use be

decriminalized and what can be done to limit the use of marijuana in the united states

Marijuana 2006

presents a collection of essays that cover varying opinions on china covering such topics as its economy

its status as a military power its lack of environmental protection for its resources and its record on human

rights

China 2006

several articles discuss the issues surrounding war crimes

War Crimes 2011

this book presents a survey of approaches to dealing with rival histories in the classroom arguing that

approaching this problem requires great sensitivity to differing national educational and narrative contexts

contested narratives and disputed histories have long been an important issue in history teaching all over

the world and have even been described as the history or culture wars in this book authors from across

the globe ponder the question what can teachers do and what are they doing to address conflicting

narratives of the same past and puts an epistemological issue at the heart of the discussion what does it

mean for the epistemology of history if it is possible to teach more than one narrative divided into three

sections that deal with historical cultures multicultural societies and multiperspectivity the chapters of the

book showcase that dealing with rival histories is very much dependent on context and that diverse

teaching traditions and societal debates mean that teachers abilities in engaging with the teaching of rival

narratives are very different the volume will be compelling reading for students and researchers in the

fields of education history sociology and philosophy as well as practising teachers
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International Perspectives on Teaching Rival Histories 2017-04-04

articles presenting different sides of issues about food including the safety of the food supply how farms

should be operated and what causes obesity

Food 2006

focusing on the concepts and interactions of free will moralresponsibility and determinism this text

represents the mostup to date account of the four major positions in the free willdebate four serious and

well known philosophers explore the opposingviewpoints of libertarianism compatibilism hard

incompatibilism and revisionism the first half of the book contains each philosopher sexplanation of his

particular view the second half allows them todirectly respond to each other s arguments in a lively

andengaging conversation offers the reader a one of a kind interactive discussion forms part of the

acclaimed great debates in philosophyseries

Four Views on Free Will 2009-02-04

this book examines diverse views about the morality aesthetics psychological effects and social

implications of violence in the media

Media Violence 1999

articles offer opposing viewpoints on america s transition from isolationism to significant involvement in

world affairs

Isolationism 1995

editor louise i gerdes has carefully and thoughtfully assembled several compelling essays that debate

issues relating to sexual violence across four chapters readers will evaluate whether sexual violence is a

serious problem what factors contribute to it how society should respond and what policies best address

sexual violence is sexual violence a serious problem for women in the military do feminist messages

contribute to sexual violence does some rap and hip hop promote sexual violence should hospitals

provide emergency contraception to rape victims give your readers answers to the very tough questions

regarding sexual violence

Sexual Violence 2008

there are two sides to every story a little girl finds a strange beast in the woods and takes it home as a

pet she feeds it shows it off to her friends and gives it a hat but that night it escapes then the beast tells

the story of being kidnapped by the girl who forcefed it squirrel food scared it with a group of beasts and

wrapped it in wool can the two beasts resolve their differences an eye opening story that makes you look
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at things from a different perspective roberton s premise is as sublime as it is simple with a subtle

message totally delightful kirkus reviews

A Tale of Two Beasts 2015-04-02
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